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Chapter 1

Population Dynamics

Evolutionary game theory employs techniques originally developed in very different branches

of mathematics and social sciences, as well as biology. To get started, we will put to one side

ideas from classic game theory — they will begin to appear in Chapter 2 — and introduce

the basic ideas of evolutionary dynamics.

We begin by discussing fitness, a notoriously slippery concept. Drawing on standard

analytic geometry and probability theory, we introduce state spaces that capture the current

state of an evolving population. Our interest is in the distribution of traits or behaviors

within each population. The traits may be biological and governed by genes, or may instead

have a social or a virtual basis that can be described by “memes.”

The next idea is a dynamical process that specifies how the state evolves, i.e., how the

population distribution changes over time. Here we draw on basic calculus and introduce

difference equations and differential equations. Our focus is on replicator dynamics, a par-

ticular but widely used evolutionary process. Alternatives to replicator dynamics will be

considered in later chapters, but we introduce basic ideas of diploid population genetics at

the end of this chapter.

This last major topic is more specialized, but sexier. For humans and most other creatures

of interest, an individual’s genes come from two parents (sexual tranmission), and the genes

are deployed in paired copies (diploid). We discuss the necessary modifications to replicator

dynamics that these complications entail, and cover some other basic ideas from genetics.
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The first appendix spells out the mathematical details; it is accessible to readers with patience

and a taste for algebra.

The second appendix takes a deeper look at the usual (“haploid”) replicator equation. It

uses techniques from calculus, differential equations and probability theory to point out con-

nections to entropy and to explore the continuous time limit of discrete replicator dynamics.

To our knowledge, these connections have not previously appeared in published literature.

Of course, this appendix can be skipped with no loss of continuity by readers not interested

in such subtleties.

As with most chapters of this book, the final two sections are called Exercises and End-

notes. All readers should look over the Exercises, since they often point to useful extensions

of the basic ideas. Working out the Exercises will, we predict, actually help build readers’

strength and skill in applying the techniques.

The Endnotes provide, section by section, additional details, tangents and guides to the

literature.

1.1 Fitness

Evolution is about how populations change over time. To begin, suppose that there are two

or more alternative strategies or traits i = 1, 2, ... in a single population. Let si denote the

fraction of the population (or share) using strategy i. The basic evolutionary question is

how each si changes over time.

Fitness is the key. Denoted by wi, it refers to the ability of a strategy (or trait) to

increase its share. In some situations fitness can be measured directly, e.g., via by tracking

gene frequencies from one cohort to the next. In other cases, we can’t observe fitness directly,

but there might be a good observable proxy, such as profit or foraging success.

The idea of shares and fitness is best understood via examples. In a population of

Escherichia coli bacteria, some fraction s1 > 0 is resistant to penicillin, and the remaining

fraction, s2 = 1−s1 > 0 is not resistant. If there is no penicillin around, then the non resistant

trait has higher fitness, so w1 < w2, since that trait allows a more efficient metabolism. Over

time, s1 decreases and s2 increases. On the other hand, when there is a high concentration
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of penicillin in the neighborhood then w1 >> w2, and s1 quickly rises towards 1.0.

Suppose that there are only three types of memory chips that can be used in a computer.

In some environments, their fitnesses w1, w2, w3 depend only on the relative speeds. In other

environments, price or capacity or some combination might determine fitness. The chip with

highest fitness will gain share, and the share will dwindle for the chip with lowest fitness. Of

course, according to Moore’s famous law, after a few months a new chip will be introduced

that has yet higher speed and greater capacity at no higher price. It will gain share at the

expense of existing chips, until a still fitter chip appears.

The idea of fitness also applies to economic questions. For example, an organization

can use an old fashioned hierarchy (i = 1: workers report to foremen who report to floor

managers who report to assistant vice presidents who report to VPs who report to EVPs

who report to the CEO) or a flexible governance structure (i = 2: teams form for specific

tasks and dissolve when it is completed). In a new industry like smart phone software, the

flexible stucture is likely to generate greater profits, so w1 < w2 and s2 will increase. In a

mature industry like coal mining, it is more likely that w1 > w2, and s1 approaches 1.0.

Social customs can be analyzed from the same perspective. A taboo against eating

pork products (i = 1, say) kept its adherents healthier in historical times and places when

trichonosis and other diseases were prevalent. Thus it achieved high fitness and in some

places became universally adopted, so there s1 = 1.0.

The custom of primogeniture (i = 1: the oldest surviving son inherits the entire family

estate) was rare in many times and places compared to “fair” division among all surviving

sons (i = 2). However, in feudal Europe, a single large estate could better protect itself than

a collection of smaller estates, so once again w1 > w2, and s1 rose towards 1.0.

In modern times, stock market investors choose between “fundamentalist” strategies (e.g.,

you buy a stock whose price is below your estimate of its fundamental value, the present

value of its future earnings) and “chartist” strategies (e.g., you buy a stock whose price

recently exceeded 1.3 times its average over the last 6 months). Warren Buffet and other

fundamentalists gained a larger share of invested wealth in most of the late 20th century,

but one can find other times and places in which the chartists do better and increase their

share.
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One last example. Since around 1800, economies oriented towards market exchange have

typically generated increased Gross Domestic Product (GDP) faster than centrally planned

economies or feudal economies. GDP is a good proxy for fitness, since greater GDP gives

a country important military and diplomatic advantages. Hence the share of the world’s

economy dominated by the market has increased over time and now is, by most definitions,

at least s1 = 0.8. On the other hand, when Russia attempted a quick transition to a market

economy in the early 1990s, the results were disastrous, arguably because Russia lacked the

necessary legal and political infrastructure. Here as in previous examples, the fitness of a

strategy is not absolute; it depends on the environment.

1.2 Tradeoffs and Fitness Dependence

We defined the fitness of a trait as the ability to increase its share over time. But where does

that ability come from, and how does it depend on environment and other factors? Traits

often bring some advantages and some disadvantages relative to alternative traits, and then

assessing fitness comes down to analyzing the tradeoffs.

A financial tradeoff. Investors trade off risk against average return. According to

standard theory (backed by a fair amount of historical evidence), some financial assets (such

as US Treasury bills) reliably pay a steady income, while other assets (such as newly-listed

stocks) on average pay a higher return, but are riskier in the sense that the return sometimes

is low or even negative.

The tradeoff between risk and return depends on the investor’s age. A young professional

should target high returns and accept a fair amount of risk, because things should average

out over the decades remaining before retirement. Her fitness or payoff (economists might

try to measure this as the expected utility of consumption over her lifetime) is highest with

a fairly risky portfolio. On the other hand, a retiree whose income mainly comes from his

investments is much less able to tolerate risk, so he should accept a lower average return.

His fitness is maximized with a much lower risk portfolio.

A biological tradeoff. The fitness of any biological trait has two components, survival

and fecundity. Individuals with a given trait have to survive to maturity if they are to pass
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the trait on to later generations, i.e., to their progeny. The more survivors, the greater the

fitness. Second and equally important, the surviving individuals have to be fecund, and

actually produce viable progeny.

Often there is a tradeoff between the two components, and different strategies may tilt

the tradeoff one way or the other. Thus what biologists call an r-strategy (say i = 1) is

to produce large numbers of progeny by provisioning them relatively poorly. For example,

certain plant species produce vast numbers tiny seeds that don’t germinate well except on

open ground. By contrast, what biologists call a K-strategy (which we will label i = 2)

produces relatively few but well-provisioned progeny. For example, other sorts of plants

produce relatively few seeds, but with devices like shells or hooks that help them germinate

and get established even with a thick ground cover. It is not hard to think of similar examples

for birds (a few large well-tended eggs vs lots of small quick-hatching eggs), and a host of

other creatures.

Some mathematics can shed light on the tradeoff. Population growth is governed by the

logistic equation

Ṅ = rN(1− N

K
). (1.1)

The instantaneous change Ṅ = dN
dt

in the population size N is a function of the maxi-

mal growth rate r and carrying capacity K, which are fixed parameters in equation (1.1).

Consider r-strategists with a high maximal growth rate r1 but low carrying capacity K1

versus K-strategists with a higher carrying capacity K2 > K1 but lower maximal growth

rate r2 < r1. Compare the logistic equations for the two populations, N1 and N2,

Ṅ1 = r1N1(1− N1

K1

) (1.2)

Ṅ2 = r2N2(1− N2

K2

). (1.3)

The dynamics are simple if each type resides in a separate population, initially small. The

r-strategists will increase quickly at first and soon approach the carrying capacity, K1. The

K-strategists will increase more slowly and but eventually will approach a larger population

size K2 > K1. Figure 1.1 shows a case where the K-strategy does better most of the time.

Variations on Equations 1.2 and 1.3 were used by Sinervo et al. (2000) to capture the

frequency and density dependent game played out by lizards that lay small clutches of large
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Figure 1.1: The rK-game in equations (1.4 - 1.5) solved for parameters (r1 = 0.08, r2 = .05,K =

50, c11 = 2, c12 = c22 = c21=0.5) that allow the K strategy to prevail.

eggs (K-strategist) versus large clutches of small eggs (r-strategist) in the same population.

See the Endnotes for more comments on such density dependent games.

1.3 Dependence on environment, density and frequency.

The reader doubtless can think of many other tradeoffs of a similar nature — speed vs

accuracy, functionality vs elegance, income vs personal satisfaction, to name a few. Of

course, any dominated strategy (one that does worse in both respects) is always less fit, but

what determines fitness among strategies that are not dominated?

We’ve noted all along that the environment or context matters, beginning with the impact

of antibiotics on bacterial fitness and more recently we mentioned how the of stage of life

impacts the fitness of investment strategies.

However, fitness is not determined entirely by such external factors. There are two

crucial internal factors as well. Biologists refer to them as density dependence and frequency

dependence.
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We can begin to understand the these factors by considering a variation on the equations

used to describe r- vs K-strategists, when both types are mixed in a single population. Here

we must track the raw numbers in a population, and also look at the shares s1 = N1

N1+N2
and

s2 = 1− s1 = N2

N1+N2
. The system is described by the coupled differential equations

Ṅ1 = r1N1(1− c11
N1

K
− c12

N2

K
) (1.4)

Ṅ2 = r2N2(1− c22
N2

K
− c21

N1

K
) (1.5)

where K is the overall carrying capacity. The parameters c11 and c22 specify the own-type

competitive effects, which are often assumed to be 1.0 in the typical formulation of Lotka-

Volterra competition, while cij for i 6= j specify the competitive effect of the other type j

on type i. In these equations, a K-strategist type has lower values for c, since lowering c

is equivalent to raising K in the denominator. For example, in Figure 1.1, strategy 2 has

a lower c than strategy 1’s value c11 = 2, so it is the K strategy (shown as a dotted line).

Even though the r strategy 1 increases share faster at first, it is eventually overtaken by the

K strategy in this example.

Even the basic r-K model already incorporates density dependence. Fitness of strategy

i can be defined as its proportional rate of change, i.e., its growth rate Ṅi/Ni = ˙lnN i.

Thus in equations (1.2-1.3), we see that fitness is given by the expression wi = ri(1 − Ni

Ki
).

Since this expression is decreasing in the population size (or density) Ni, we have what is

called negative density dependence. Interested readers can easily check that, in the more

complicated r-K model, fitness again depends negatively on density.

Frequency dependence occurs when fitness wi depends on the current distribution of

strategies within the population. Such dependence is exemplified in the coupled r-K model

(1.4-1.5) when the cross-coefficients c12 6= 0 and/or c21 6= 0. Frequency dependence will be

central to all later chapters of this book, but we put it aside for the rest of this chapter.

1.4 State space geometry

An evolving system is modeled by listing the alternative strategies i = 1, 2, ..., n, and keeping

track of the number of individuals Ni employing them in each population, as well as the total

population NT =
∑n

j=1Nj.
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Figure 1.2: The geometry of the two-strategy simplex.

Most work in evolutionary game theory assumes away density dependence. The justifi-

cation is either that the total population size hovers near a steady state value NT , or that

the important features of the population are insensitive to NT within the relevant range. For

the most part, we will follow tradition, but occasionally we will note cases where density

dependence is important, and expand our analysis accordingly.

When we ignore density dependence and treat population size as constant, the analysis

simplifies and allows us to focus our attention on the shares si = Ni

NT
. Why? Because then

fitness wi can be defined as the growth rate of shares, as a chapter-end exercise invites you

to verify. For standard applications, then, the state of the system is the vector of shares

s = (s1, s2, ..., sn), and an evolutionary model seeks to describe how the state s changes over

time.

The smallest number of individuals choosing a strategy is zero so Ni ≥ 0, and any relevant

population contains some individuals so
∑n

i=1Ni > 0. It follows that shares are non-negative

(si ≥ 0) and that they sum to
∑n

i=1 si =
∑n

i=1Ni∑n
j=1Nj

= 1. Therefore any possible state of a given

population is represented by a point in the n-simplex, the set of vectors whose components

are non-negative and sum to 1. The evolutionary process is visualized as the state moving

over time within its simplex.

Simplexes have a very nice geometry. To begin with the simplest case, consider two
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alternative strategies for individuals in a single population, as in Figure 1.2. The raw pop-

ulation vector is N = (N1, N2), a point in the positive quadrant of the 2-dimensional plane.

Multiplying or dividing the components of N any positive number can be visualized as a

move along the ray from the origin (0,0) through N. Dividing by the sum of the compo-

nents, in order to get the corresponding state, picks out the point where that ray intersects

the line segment s1 + s2 = 1. Hence the simplex is the one-dimensional line segment that

connects the point s = (s1, s2) = (1, 0), where everyone uses the first strategy, to the point

(s1, s2) = (0, 1), where everyone uses the second strategy. Alternatively, we can visualize

this simplex by looking only at its first component s1, with with s2 understood to be 1− s1,

as in Panel A of Figure 1.3.

Often we will consider three possible strategies in a single population. The raw population

vector N = (N1, N2, N3) now is a point in the positive orthant of 3-dimensional space, and the

state s = (s1, s2, s3) lies in a two dimensional subspace due to the constraint s1 +s2 +s3 = 1.

The simplex now is the equilateral triangle whose corners are the points e1 = (1, 0, 0),

e2 = (0, 1, 0), and e3 = (0, 0, 1). In Panel B of of Figure 1.3, this triangle is laid out flat on

the page. Each corner represents a state in which everyone uses the same strategy i, and

the opposite edge represents all states in which only the other two strategies are used. The

share of strategy i increases steadily as we move back towards that corner via line segments

parallel to the opposite edge.

The coordinates of any state s describe it as a weighted average of the corners of the

triangle, s = (s1, s2, s3) = s1e1 +s2e2 +s3e3. These sort of coordinates are known as Barycen-

tric, which perhaps explains why they are so loved by one of the authors. Occasionally we

will represent the same simplex in a different way. The projection of the simplex into the

two dimensional s1 − s2 plane is the right triangle {(s1, s2) : si ≥ 0, s1 + s2 ≤ 1}. It also

represents the state because, by setting s3 = 1− s1− s2, we recover the omitted coordinate.

What if there are 4 alternative strategies for a single population? It is hard to visualize

the 4 dimensional space in which the Wi’s reside, but the simplex is 3 dimensional because

it satisfies the linear constraint s1 + s2 + s3 + s4 = 1. The corners of this simplex are the

points e1 = (1, 0, 0, 0), e2 = (0, 1, 0, 0), e3 = (0, 0, 1, 0) and e4 = (0, 0, 0, 1), and they can

be arranged in 3 dimensional space to form the equilateral tetrahedron shown in Panel C

of Figure 1.3. Again, each corner represents a pure state where everyone uses the indicated
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Figure 1.3: Single population state spaces for A) 2 alternative strategies, and B) 3 alternative

strategies. Panel C) is for a game with 4 strategies, called rock, paper, scissors and dumb, discussed

in Chapter 3. State spaces for simple two-population games are shown in D) and E), while F) is

the state space for a game where each of 3 populations has 2 alternative strategies.
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strategy, and the opposite face (a triangle) represents a mixed state where only the other

three strategies are used. Edges represent states in which two strategies are used and the

other two are not. Barycentric coordinates are natural here as well.

It is hard to draw on the page the (n − 1) dimensional simplex corresponding to n = 5

or more alternative strategies in a single population. Some readers may be able to visualize

the corners, edges, etc. of these higher dimensional simplexes, but if you can’t, don’t worry!

We will seldom need them in this book.

Later chapters sometimes will consider evolutionary games involving two or more distinct

populations. For example, in the biological realm, a predator population may co-evolve

with a prey population, or a bumblebee population with a flower population. In a digital

domain, the population of content providers may co-evolve with the population of end-users

(consumers). Panel D illustrates the simplest such state space — one population has two

alternative strategies with shares s1 and s2 = 1−s1, and it interacts with a second population

also with two alternative strategies with shares denoted r1 and r2 = 1− r1. The state space

is the cartesian product of the state spaces for each population. In the present case, we have

the cartesian product of two line segments, which is the unit square.

Panels E and F show two other possibilities. One population has 3 alternative strategies

and the other has two in Panel E, so the result is a triangular prism, the cartesian product

of a triangle and a line segment. In Panel F there are three distinct populations, each with

two alternative strategies. The state space is the cube, the cartesian product of three line

segments.

1.5 Memes and Genes

Evolution is the central organizing principle of biology. Its genetic mechanisms, some of which

are quickly summarized in Section 1.10 below, are now are fairly well understood. However,

many of the examples already mentioned—internet content providers and users, stock market

investors, and food taboos, for example—are not governed by genetic mechanisms. There is

no gene for markets or for stock market fundamentalism. Rather, individuals chose among

alternative strategies, consciously or unconsciously, and over time the strategy shares change
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within the population.

This book examines regularities that apply to any sort of evolution, whether or not the

alternative strategies are coded in genes. When genes are not directly involved, sometimes it

is helpful to have an analogous word to describe the carriers of alternative strategies. Then,

following Dawkins (1976), we will refer to memes.

Like genes, the fitness of memes has two components: persistence within individuals

(survival), and transmission across individuals (fecundity). But these components work

differently for memes than for genes.

Genes typically persist in individuals from birth to death. By contrast, an individual

may switch memes many times within a single lifetime. Perhaps even more important, genes

generally are transmitted vertically, from parents to their progeny. Memes can transmit

vertically, but they can also transmit horizontally, from peer to peer (especially among

adolescents!), or diagonally. They can even transmit reverse vertically: his kids persuaded

one of the authors to buy and use a smart phone.

You might think that memes are more complicated to analyze because of all the possible

transmission routes and individual switches. Yet we will soon see that genes can also be quite

complicated, especially when two parents are involved in transmission. In any application,

whether it involves genes or memes, you have to think through the components of fitness,

and to identify the factors that seem most important.

Finding a useful simplification is often challenging, and it takes scientific insight and

creativity. Things become more routine once you have built a simplified model, because

then you can then apply techniques explained in textbooks like the one in your hands.

1.6 Finite populations and randomness

For a finite population NT =
∑n

i=1 Ni < ∞, the possible states are lattice points in the

simplex, that is, each share in each population belongs to the set {0, 1
NT
, 2
NT
, ..., NT−1

NT
, 1}.

Even in continuous time, dynamics consist of jumps from one lattice point to another, and

will generally be stochastic, i.e., the jumps are random to some degree. To describe such

dynamics, mathematicians begin with Markov processes.
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For many purposes, models that assume an infinite population are very good approxi-

mations of dynamic behavior in large finite populations. In continuous time, such models

feature changes in shares that are smooth, with no jumps, and are deterministic, with no

randomness. This simplifies the mathematics considerably.

In this book we focus on smooth deterministic dynamic models. Changes in shares in

continuous time are described by systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), and in

discrete time by systems of difference equations. We occasionally will deal with applications

in which randomness is important (for example, genetic drift), and then we mention what

happens when we model finite populations in more realistic detail. Also, we supplement

a deterministic model with stochastic elements when we use data to estimate the model’s

parameters.

1.7 Replicator dynamics in discrete time

Consider now a simple model with two alternative strategies, s = (s1, s2). Of course, shares

are nonnegative (si ≥ 0) and sum to unity (s1+s2 = 1.) The initial state s(0) = (s1(0), s2(0))

is given. Suppose that the population is observed periodically (e.g., every summer) and the

fitnesses W1,W2 are constant.

The discrete time replicator equation then describes the population over time. At times

t = 0, 1, 2, ... the state is given by

si(t+ 1) =
Wi

W
si(t), i = 1, 2, (1.6)

where W = s1W1 + s2W2 is the average fitness in the population.

The equation says that the share increases or decreases according to relative fitness. That

is, the current share si(t) is multiplied by its relative fitness Wi

W
. If relative fitness is greater

than 1.0 — i.e., if fitness Wi is greater than average fitness W — then i’s share will increase.

It will decrease if relative fitness is less than 1.0.

For example, suppose W1 = 4 and W2 = 3 and the initial state is s(0) = (s1(0), s2(0)) =

(0.6, 0.4). Then W = s1W1 + s2W2 = 4(0.6) + 3(0.4) = 3.6 and the next state has shares

s1(1) = Wi

W
s1(0) = 4

3.6
0.6 = 2/3 > 0.6, and s2(1) = 3

3.6
0.4 = 1/3 < 0.4.
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Equation (1.6) is written for the case with only two alternative strategies. But the

replicator equation looks exactly the same for any finite number n > 2 of alternatives: just

replace i = 1, 2 by i = 1, 2, ..., n, and set W =
∑n

i=1 siWi.

Do replicator dynamics keep the state in the simplex? That would mean that at all times

the shares are nonnegative and sum to 1.0. If we have such a state at time t and apply (1.6),

then we are asking: (a) are the shares still positive at time t + 1 and (b) do they still sum

to 1.0? Both answers are Yes in the last numerical example, but what assurance do we have

more generally?

Recall that fitness Wi is defined as the expected number of descendents in the next

generation. This can’t be a negative number. Unless the entire species immediately vanishes,

at least one trait (or strategy) must have positive fitness. Therefore average fitness is positive

and the ratio Wi

W
is guaranteed to be nonnegative. Thus we have an affirmative answer to

(a): share i at time t+ 1 is the product of a nonnegative share at time t and a nonnegative

ratio, and so it must be nonnegative.

Question (b) also has an affirmative answer, as shown by the following algebra.

n∑
i=1

si(t+ 1) =
n∑
i=1

Wi

W
si(t) =

1

W

n∑
i=1

Wisi(t) =
1

W
W = 1.0 (1.7)

Replicator dynamics are very straightforward, and can be taken as the definition of fitness.

Yet there are situations where the natural dynamics are different, and then alternative

dynamics must be considered. We will begin to do so in Chapter 3.

1.8 Replicator dynamics in continuous time

One limitation of (1.6) is that it only gives the shares at discrete time intervals. In some

cases that is all you would want to know. For example, adult Mayflies live only for a few

weeks each year, and their progeny are dormant most of the year. So it is reasonable to

focus on shares of alternative Mayfly traits only once each year.

However, in many other applications you might want to know how shares change in

continuous time. For example, advertisers track brand shares every month (or week or day),
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not just once a year, and you might want to know the how the fundamentalist share in the

stock market changes minute by minute when you are about to make a big trade.

To deal with shorter time intervals, we generalize (1.6) by writing

si(t+ ∆t) =

[
Wi

W

]∆t

si(t), (1.8)

where ∆t is the time interval of interest. This equation agrees with (1.6) when ∆t = 0 or

1, but it also makes sense for intermediate values of ∆t. Now take the natural logarithm of

both sides to obtain

ln si(t+ ∆t) = ∆t
[
lnWi − lnW

]
+ ln si(t). (1.9)

Subtract ln si(t) from both sides and divide both sides by ∆t to obtain

ln si(t+ ∆t)− ln si(t)

∆t
=
[
lnWi − lnW

]
. (1.10)

To get the continuous time replicator equation, take the limit ∆t→ 0 and the left hand side

of (1.10) becomes d ln si(t)
dt

= 1
si

dsi
dt

= ṡi
si
. Using the notation wi = lnWi and w̄ = lnW , the

right hand side of (1.10) becomes [wi − w̄]. Multiply through by si and we have the elegant

system of ordinary differential equations,

ṡi(t) = (wi − w̄)si(t), i = 1, ..., n, (1.11)

known as continuous replicator dynamics.

The derivation shows that the growth rate ṡi
si

of each share i is equal to its fitness wi in

excess of the population average w̄. Here fitnesses are in logs, hence can be negative as well

as positive, which often turns out to be an advantage in empirical work. Note that average

fitness of the w’s corresponds to the geometric mean fitness of the W ’s, since w̄ =
∑n

i=1 siwi

is the natural log of W s1
1 W s2

2 · · ·W sn
n . See the first part of the Appendix B for further

explanation of why w̄ in (1.11) is the geometric rather than the arithmetic average.

It is easy to check that (1.11) keeps the state in the simplex. All si remain non-negative

because no growth rate ṡi
si

, whether positive or negative, can turn a positive number into

a negative number. Summing (1.11) over all strategies, we get
∑n

i=1 ṡi(t) =
∑n

i=1(wi −
w)si(t) =

∑n
i=1wisi(t)−w

∑n
i=1 si(t) = w−w · 1 = 0. Thus there is no change over time in

the sum of the shares, so it remains at 1.0.
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Consider again the simple example W1 = 4, W2 = 3 and s(0) = (0.6, 0.4). Then w1 =

ln 4 ≈ 1.4 and w2 = ln 3 ≈ 1.1. We get w̄ = 0.6w1 + 0.4w2 ≈ 1.27. Then equation (1.11) says

that ṡ1(0) = (wi − w̄)si(t) ≈ (1.4− 1.27)0.6 = 0.078. Thus s1(1) ≈ s1(0) + 1 · ṡ1(0) ≈ 0.678,

which is fairly close to the answer using discrete replicator, s1(1) = 2/3 ≈ 0.667.

Much more will be said later about replicator dynamics. The second part of Appendix B

discusses connections with entropy. Later chapters will show how replicator dynamics work

when fitnesses are not constant.

1.9 Steady states and stability

Of special interest are situations where the system has settled down. These situations are

easier to observe, and often tell us much of what we want to know about the system. This

section will introduce the main ideas from the dynamic perspective: steady states, stability,

and basins of attraction. Chapter 4 will link this dynamic perspective to the traditional

static perspective of game theory, and will develop the ideas in much more detail.

A system is in steady state if the shares of all strategies are constant over time. That

is, ∆si(t) = 0 or ṡi(t) = 0 at all times t ≥ 0. Inspection of (1.6) or (1.11) reveals that, under

replicator dynamics, a state s∗ = (s∗1, ..., s
∗
n) is steady iff (shorthand for “if and only if”) for

each strategy i, either s∗i = 0, or Wi = W (or both). That is, all surviving strategies achieve

the same average fitness.

In the cases considered so far in this chapter, fitness is constant for each strategy. Except

for the coincidence that two different strategies have exactly the same fitness, the steady

states must be in pure strategies, at a corner (i.e., vertex) of the simplex. Later we will see

that non-constant fitnesses (or even just two-parent genetics) routinely allow steady states

in the interior of the simplex.

Not all steady states are equally important. In the simple example with W1 = 4 and

W2 = 3, we saw that from the initial state s(0) = (0.6, 0.4) the share s1 increased over time

and s2 decreased. It turns out (as you will see from the chapter end exercises) that over

time the shares converge to the steady state s∗ = (s∗1, s
∗
2) = (1, 0), and the same is true from

almost all other initial states. The system never approaches the other steady state s∗ = (0, 1)
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unless it started there.

In some sense, then, s∗ = (1, 0) is a stable steady state and s∗ = (0, 1) is unstable.

Dynamical systems researchers have settled on the following definitions to formalize these

ideas. They apply to any dynamical process (replicator or otherwise) and any number of

alternative strategies.

A steady state s∗ is Lyapunov stable if, for any initial state s(0) sufficiently near s∗,

the entire trajectory {s(t) : t ≥ 0} remains near s∗. The full definition involves epsilons

and deltas to pin down what is meant by “near.” It will not enlighten many readers so we

relegate it to the Endnotes. A steady state s∗ is locally asymptotically stable if, for any

initial state s(0) sufficiently near s∗, the trajectory {s(t) : t > 0} actually converges to s∗,

denoted s(t) → s∗ as t → ∞. The open set of initial conditions from which the trajectory

converges to a particular steady state s∗ is called its basin of attraction. Thus an unstable

steady state has an empty basin of attraction. If the entire interior of the simplex is included

in the basin of attraction, then the steady state is globally asymptotically stable.

s  =1-s1

s  

2
0 1

t=0 t=1 t=2 t=3 t=4 t=5 *

Figure 1.4: Phase portrait for continuous replicator (1.11). Fitnesses are w1 = 4 and w2 = 3. The

length and the direction of arrows indicate the absolute value and the sign of the time derivative

ṡ. Stable steady states are denoted by solid dots and unstable steady states by open circles.

Figure 1.4 illustrates the simple numerical example. You can see that the steady state

s∗ = (1, 0) is Lyapunov stable, locally asymptotically stable and, indeed, globally asymptot-

ically stable, while the other steady state s∗ = (0, 1) is unstable in all three senses.

A warning is in order. Like many other authors, when we casually say “stable” we usually

mean locally Lyapunov stable and asymptotically stable. Such steady states are also called

“sinks” and are marked in our diagrams by a filled-in black dot. We usually say “neutrally

stable” when we mean Lyapunov stable but not asymptotically stable, and mark such steady
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states by a circle with a dot inside(
⊙

). We will use the jargon more carefully when it is

important to do so.

In state spaces of dimension 2 or more, an unstable steady state can have an open set

trajectories that diverge from it, but still have a lower dimensional set of trajectories (called

the “saddle path” if it is one dimensional or more generally called the “stable manifold”)

that converge to it. Such steady states are called “saddles” and are marked by a circled x

(
⊗

). If all trajectories diverge from it, the steady state is called a “source” and marked

with an open circle.

Some intuition may be helpful on how stability in one dimension relates to stability in

higher dimensions. In n dimensions, consider n different lines that go through a steady state

and that span the entire space. If the steady state is stable on each of the lines separately,

then it is a sink, i.e., is stable overall. If it is unstable on some lines and unstable on others,

then it is a saddle. (Think of a pass in the mountains: you look down both ways along a

through route but look up in both directions along the ridge line.) If it is unstable on all

lines then it is a source. Chapter 4 will formalize this intuition, including some necessary

qualifications.

1.10 Sexual dynamics

We now turn to biology, where trait transmission takes three distinct forms. The replicator

equations discussed so far describe the first and simplest form, haploid asexual transmis-

sion. This form describes gene transmission quite precisely in some cases, including many

bacterial and viral systems, as well as transmission via the Y chromosome or via maternal

mitochondria. A second form, haploid sexual transmission, is specified below. It describes

transmission in some algae and other single-celled organisms, and also is a reasonable de-

scription of meme transmission in some cases.

The third form, diploid sexual transmission, is similar to the second form but a bit more

complex. It applies to most familiar biological creatures, including humans. Unfortunately,

complete diploid models often have no closed form solution and are not very tractable ana-

lytically. Numerical solutions exist, but may not be very robust or insightful.
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When is it worthwhile to use more complex and realistic models of transmission? For-

tunately, in many cases you don’t need a complete solution. Decent approximations may

be all you really want, and then a haploid simplification often can capture the most impor-

tant dynamic features, e.g., when a novel strategy can increase its share. However, in some

biological applications we really do need to account for diploidy, and in others we need to

confirm that a haploid approximation is good enough.

Basic genetics. This rest of this section explains a classic model of sexual transmission.

It can be skimmed quickly on first reading, since only occasionally do we later need to refer

to it.

Some background facts and terminology will get us started. You, like most plants and

animals and textbook authors, are a diploid creature, i.e., you carry double sets of genes.

How many genes are we talking about? Humans are thought to carry approximately 23,000

individual genes. A fruitfly has half the number genes (13,500), but some ”simple” organisms

like the water flea Daphnia carry 31,000 genes, far more than humans. Genes reside on what

are called autosomal chromosomes. Humans have 22 pairs of autosomal chromosomes (the

pairs make us diploid) and we also carry 1 pair of sex chromosomes, the X and Y. Each

chromosome is a very long double helical coil of the now-famous molecule called DNA.

Locus (plural loci) is the physical location of a gene on the chromosome. Each gene can

come in alternative versions, called alleles. The genotype of an individual specifies which

allele it carries in each locus under consideration.

The basic idea in haploid sexual selection is to combine propagules from two parents,

each supplying one copy of each gene. These two propagules fuse to form a zygote carrying

two copies of the genes that then divides twice to form 4 daughter cells, each with recom-

bined versions of the parents’ genes. Diploid sexual reproduction adds a few additional

complications that we will ignore for the present.

Figure 1.5 spells this out, and shows how haploid sexual reproduction leads to new

combinations via a structured random process called segregation. The Figure tracks two

loci labelled p and t, and each of them has two alternative alleles, labelled with the suffixes 1

and 2. The female parent has genotype p1t2 — that is, both pairs of one chromosome have

allele 1 at locus p and both pairs of another chromosome have allele 2 at locus t. The male
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Figure 1.5: Random segregation in haploid sexual transmission with two chromosomes. In

this example, alleles labeled t1 and t2 are available at one locus and alleles p1 and p2 at a second

locus. Gamete union or sex (Step 1) doubles the number of chromosomes (n → 2n) in the cell,

after which each chromosome replicates (Step 2). Random segregation of chromosomes in Step

3 induces variability in the progeny created in Step 4 (division of 2n cells) and Step 5 (meiosis,

reducing the ploidy back to n). For genes on the same chromosome another process (not shown)

can mix contributions from the two parents referred to as recombination, where part of the tips of

chromosomes can “crossover” and swap positions from one chromosome to another.

parent has genotype p2t1, and the Figure begins with both parents contributing gametes,

one of each of the chromosome pairs. The Figure concludes that progeny are equally likely

to have any one of four genotypes, including the original parental genoytpes p1t2 and p2t1,

as well as the newly recombined genotypes p1t1 and p2t2. Thus sex serves a powerful role

in recombining the genotypes of two parents. For the number of genes (and alleles at each

locus) seen in humans, the number of recombined genotypes, if we include the process of

recombination along the length of chromosomes, is an astronomically large number (yes,

more than the number of stars in the known universe).

Before proceeding, a comment on memes may be in order. Often children receive multiple
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memes from two parents, and these may be recombined. For example, one child may be

chatty like her mother and engage in social causes like her dad, while her brother may be

laconic like his dad and shun causes like his mom. Haploid inheritance and diploid inheritance

are not the only possibilities. The chapter Endnotes mention exceptions and mixed cases.

In general, haploid and diploid dynamics are complicated by finite population size effects,

migration, and population structure. What do we mean by population structure? Take this

book’s two authors, for example. Author DF’s genes are drawn from a pool shared by

eastern European Jews, while author BS’s come from a Finnish gene pool. Historically these

gene pools had little contact, but now both authors find themselves in the fluid population

structure of California’s central coast. DF’s progeny also have genes from a variety of

northern and western European pools, and they have migrated to interact with yet different

human gene pools in China and in the southern US, while BS’s progeny still resides in Santa

Cruz.

The point is that human population structure is very hard to actually pin down. Chapters

5 and 6 will show how evolutionary games in populations with fairly simple spatial structures

can give rise to amazing emergent patterns. Even without spatial structure, we will see in

Chapter 4 that mate selection can dramatically affect the dynamics.

The Hardy-Weinberg model. For now, however, we put aside spatial structure and

other complications, and consider completely random gene combinations. The classic model,

developed independently about 100 years ago by mathematician G.H. Hardy and geneticist

Wilhelm Weinberg, studies a large diploid population with a well-mixed (“panmictic”) gene

pool and no migration. That is, at reproduction phase of the life cycle, all surviving indi-

viduals release gametes into a common pool of haploid egg and haploid sperm. Sperm and

egg then fuse randomly to form the next generation of diploid progeny.

The law of large numbers enables us to easily compute the shares or gene frequencies for

a single locus with two alleles labelled A and a. The three genotypes are AA, Aa, and aa,

whose numbers are denoted NAA, NAa, and Naa. The total count of A’s in the gene pool

is NA = 2NAA + NAa, and is Na = 2Naa + NAa for a alleles, with the overall total count

NT = NA +Na = 2[NAA +NAa +Naa]. The allele shares are sA = NA

NT
= 2NAA+NAa

2[NAA+NAa+Naa]
and

sa = Na

NT
= 2Naa+NAa

2[NAA+NAa+Naa]
. One can confirm that the homozygotes’ diploid shares are given
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Genotype: AA Aa aa

shares in diploid progeny genotypes after mating: s2
A 2sAsa s2

a

absolute fitness during survival phase WAA WAa Waa

relative fitness during survival phase 1 1−mAa 1−maa

Table 1.1: Diploid shares and fitness.

simply by multiplying:

sAA = sAsA = s2
A, and saa = sasa = s2

a. (1.12)

while heterozygotes’ share, taking into account that each allele can come via the egg or via

the sperm, is

sAa = sAsa + sasA = 2sAsa. (1.13)

Fisher’s fundamental theorem. We’ll now see how selection works in this simple

Hardy-Weinberg model. To begin, note that each genotype has its own fitness. Here fitness

differences are due entirely to different survival rates, since fecundity is the same for all

genotypes in this panmictic model.

Table 1.1 summarizes equations (1.12-1.13) and includes general expressions for fitness of

the three genotypes. The parameters mAa and maa capture fitness shortfalls of the Aa and

aa genotypes relative to the AA genotype. Figure 1.6 shows the possible cases. The generic

case is drawn for 0 < mAa < maa, the neutral case is 0 = mAa = maa, while the last panel

shows overdominance, with mAa < 0 < maa. Of course, the negative shortfall for Aa means

that the heterozygote genotype has greater fitness than the homozygote AA.

As usual, average fitness is W = ΣiWisi. After normalizing as in Table 1.1, we have

W = s2
A + 2sAsa(1−mAa) + s2

a(1−maa) = s2
A + 2sAsa + s2

a − 2sAsamAa − s2
amaa.

Since s2
A+2sAsa+s2

a = (sA+sa)
2 = 12 = 1, this simplifies (after substituting out sA = 1−sa)

to

W = 1− 2mAasa + 2mAas
2
a −maas

2
a. (1.14)

Beginning with the expressions in Table 1.1, Appendix A derives expressions for ∆sa,

the change in allele share in this model from one generation to the next. Using many steps
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Figure 1.6: Diploid fitness for a single locus.

of straightforward algebra, and taking the derivative of (1.14) with respect to sa, it obtains
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the following elegant conclusion:

∆sa =
sAsa

2W

dW

dsa
. (1.15)

This last expression is a version of Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem, a pillar of evolutionary

biology. The factor sAsa is the binomial variance for the haploid shares sA, sa = 1 − sA.

To interpret the remaining factor, recall the following math fact: for any variable V that

depends on a quantity x, the logarithmic derivative d lnV
dx

= 1
V
dV
dx

represents the proportional

rate of change in V as x increases. Hence the factor 1
2W

dW
dsa

is the proportional rate of change

in average fitness as the allele share sa increases, i.e., it is the strength of selection.

Thus equation (1.15) simply says that the rate of change in allele frequency (or share)

is half the variance in allele frequency times the strength of selection. Figure 1.7 spells this

out in a diagram. The variance factor captures the idea that a given strength of selection

changes allele frequency more rapidly when both alleles have equal shares than when one of

them is rare.

Figure 1.7: The two factors that change haploid shares.

Overdominance and interior steady states. An example will illustrate some of

the implications of Fisher’s theorem. Sickle cell anemia in humans is caused by a single

point mutation, call it a, to the normal gene, call it A, for hemoglobin. Normal red blood

cells are disk-shaped, but the alternative allele causes them to collapse into a sickle shape.

In environments where malaria is prevalent, a moderate amount of sickling increases fitness
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because the body recycles its red blood cells faster when they sickle, and the malaria parasite

(which lives on red blood cells) doesn’t have as much time to grow. However, lots of sickling

prevents the red blood cells from transporting much oxygen, greatly reducing fitness.

In a malarial environment, then, the fitness shortfall maa is positive, reflecting the greatly

reduced fitness, but the shortfall mAa for the mixed genotype is negative, indicating enhanced

fitness or “overdominance.” Field studies by the World Health Organization produced the

estimates mAa = −0.6 and maa = 0.8.

Suppose that the initial prevalence of sickle cell allele is small, say sa(0) = 0.001. Then

W ≈ WAA = 1 and dW
dsa
≈ −2mAa = −2(−0.6) = 1.2. Fisher’s equation then says ∆sa =

sAsa
2W

dW
dsa
≈ 1·sa

2·1 1.2 = 0.6sa, i.e., at first, the sickle cell gene’s share grows exponentially, by

almost 60% per period.

To find steady states, we solve 0 = ∆sa. Of course, as usual, we have the steady states

sa = 0 and sA = 0. More interestingly, we have an interior steady state if dW
dsa

has a root

between 0 and 1. Using equation (1.14), the condition is 0 = dW
dsa

= −2mAa+[4mAa−2maa]sa,

or s∗a = mAa/[2mAa −maa] = −0.6/[2(−0.6) − 0.8] = 0.3. Thus, in malarial environments,

we get an interior steady state due to overdominance, with about a 30% share for the sickle

cell gene. Simulations suggest, and analytical methods introduced in Chapter 3 show, that

the steady state is globally stable, as shown in Figure 1.8.

s  a
s  =0.3  a*0 1

Figure 1.8: Phase portrait for the sickle cell allele, a. The stable interior steady state at s∗a = 0.3

implies genotype shares approximately s∗aa = 0.32 = 0.09 = 9%, s∗AA = 0.72 = 49% and s∗aA =

2(0.7)(0.3) = 42% in a malarial environment.
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1.11 Discussion

We have not yet begun to present evolutionary games, but the stage has been set. You now

have in mind the basic ideas – that populations of individuals may carry alternative versions

of memes and/or genes, and we intend to track how the shares of each alternative grow or

shrink over time.

Fitness encapsulates the factors that enable the shares to increase, and the basic dynamics

can be captured in replicator equations in discrete time (t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}) or in continuous

time (t ∈ [0,∞)). The equations describe how the share vector moves as a point within

a simplex. The share vector may ultimately settle down into a corner point (so that only

one strategy survives), or to a point representing a mix of several strategies that each have

maximal fitness.

We also summarized some of the basic biology of genes and how they are transmitted.

In the most interesting case, called overdominance, a mix of genes can coexist.

In the rest of the book, we will see how strategic considerations (or frequency dependence)

enters the picture, and will discover many sorts of evolutionary games that then are played.
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1.12 Appendix A: Derivation of the Fisher equation.

The Fisher equation has intrinsic importance, and its derivation illustrates mathematical

tricks (attributed to the evolutionary biologist, J. B. S. Haldane) that we will use over and

over in later chapters.

The first task is to find an expression for s′a, the share of allele a in the next generation.

Table 1.1 shows that the genotype aa will have relative frequency s2
a(1 − maa), and the

genotype Aa (which has half as many a alleles) will have relative frequency 2sAsa(1−mAa)

in the next gene pool. To obtain shares, we normalize by mean fitness W and find that

s′a =
s2
a −maas

2
a + 1

2
(2sAsa −mAa2sAsa)

W
. (1.16)

Recall from equation (1.14) that

W = 1− 2mAasa + 2mAas
2
a −maas

2
a, (1.17)

which (because sA = 1− sa) can also be written

W = 1− 2sAsamAa − s2
amaa. (1.18)

The desired equation is for the change in a’s share ∆sa = s′a − sa, so we subtract sa =

sa
W
W

= sa
1−2sAsamAa−s2amaa

W
from both sides of equation (1.16). This gives us

∆sa = s′a − sa =
s2
a −maas

2
a + (sAsa −mAasAsa)

W
− sa(1− 2sAsamAa − s2

amaa)

W
(1.19)

Noting the common factor sa
W

, write

∆sa = sa
sa −maasa + sA −mAasA − 1 + 2sAsamAa + s2

amaa)

W
(1.20)

and use sa + sA − 1 = 0 to simplify to

∆sa = sa
(−maasa −mAasA + 2sAsamAa + s2

amaa)

W
. (1.21)

Now collect the terms in maa and factor out samaa so

∆sa = sa
(−mAasA + 2sAsamAa + samaa(−1 + sa))

W
, (1.22)
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substitute −sA = −1 + sa

∆sa = sa
(−mAasA + 2sAsamAa − sasAmaa)

W
(1.23)

and factor out sA to obtain

∆sa = sasA
(−mAa + 2samAa − samaa)

W
. (1.24)

Finally, differentiate (1.18) to obtain 1
2
dW
dsa

= −mAa + 2samAa − samaa, and substitute this

into (1.24) to obtain the desired result

∆sa =
sasA

2W

dW

dsa
. (1.25)

One of the Exercises below invites you to practice these algebraic skills on the simplex by

solving for ∆sA.
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1.13 Appendix B. Replicator dynamics, mean fitness,

and entropy

Mean fitness in the continuous replicator equation. A careful reader may note that

equation (1.10) suggests that the appropriate mean fitness is lnW = ln(
∑n

i=1 siWi). We now

explain why the continuous replicator equation (1.11) uses the slightly different expression

w̄ = lnW =
∑n

i=1 si lnWi =
∑n

i=1 siwi. We are indebted to Marek Czachor and Maciej Kuna

for clarifying our thinking on this point and for showing us a version of the computation

below.

A very careful reader will note that (1.8), the equation from which (1.10) was derived,

requires that W
∆t

be the s-weighted sum of the Wi
∆t’s. Therefore lnW = ln(

∑n
i=1 siWi) is

actually not the correct expression in (1.10) when ∆t < 1; instead we should use lnW =

ln(
∑n

i=1 siW
∆t
i )1/∆t. To get the continuous replicator equation, then, we need to take the

limit as h = ∆t → 0. The third line of the following computation applies L’Hospital’s rule

and the fifth line applies the calculus fact d
dx
cx = cx ln c.

lim
h→0

lnW = lim
h→0

ln

(∑
i

siW
h
i

)1/h

= lim
h→0

ln
(∑

i siW
h
i

)
h

=
d

dh
ln
∑
i

siW
h
i

∣∣∣
h=0

=

∑
i si

dWh
i

dh∑
i siW

h
i

∣∣∣
h=0

=

∑
i siW

h
i lnWi|h=0∑
i si

=
∑
i

si lnWi =
∑
i

siwi. (1.26)

Thus, in the limit, the proper weighted average is indeed
∑

i siwi = w̄. Economists may see

parallels to the demonstration that Cobb-Douglas is a special case of CES.

Entropy and the replicator equation. Warmuth (2012) points out that the discrete

replicator equation can be thought of as Nature’s way of maximizing fitness given inertia in

the form of relative entropy. To explain, first note that the entropy of state s = (s1, ..., sn)
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in the simplex relative to a given state b = (b1, ..., bn) in the simplex is

D(s, b) =
n∑
i=1

si ln
si
bi
. (1.27)

Thus D(s, b), which is also known as Kullback-Leibler divergence, is the s-weighted average

logarithmic distance of state s from state b. It is a natural way to say proportionately how

far apart one point is from another point in the simplex.1

Given the current state b = s(t), Nature maximizes fitness w · s =
∑n

i=1 siwi of the next

state s, net of the entropy cost D(s, b) of the move, subject to the constraint that the next

state s = s(t + 1) remains in the simplex. From an interior state b it is prohibitively costly

to move to (much less past) the boundary, so to ensure that s remains in the simplex we

need only impose the constraint
∑n

i=1 si = 1. Assigning multiplier λ to that constraint, we

have the Lagrangian

L(s) = w · s−D(s, b) + λ[
n∑
i=1

si − 1]. (1.28)

The first order conditions for Nature’s optimum are, for i = 1, ..., n

0 =
∂L

∂si
= wi −

∂

∂si
[si ln

si
bi

] + λ = wi − ln si + ln bi − 1 + λ, (1.29)

so ln si = ln bi + wi − 1 + λ or, exponentiating,

si = bie
wie−1+λ. (1.30)

Taking the first order condition with respect to λ and thus imposing the condition that the

shares si in (1.30) sum to 1, we obtain

e1−λ =
n∑
i=1

bie
wi =

n∑
i=1

biWi =
n∑
i=1

si(t)Wi = W. (1.31)

That is, the normalization factor in (1.30) is the mean fitness W of the current state b = s(t)

using the usual discrete time fitnesses Wi = ewi . Since si in (1.30) is shorthand for next

period’s share si(t+ 1), we see that (1.30) is precisely the discrete time replicator equation

si(t+ 1) =
Wi

W
si(t), i = 1, ..., n. (1.32)

1Two caveats may be worth mentioning. First, one can extend the definition of D to points s on the

boundary of the simplex by the convention (consistent with L’Hospital’s rule) that 0 ln 0 = 0. Second, D is

not symmetric and doesn’t obey the triangle inequality, so it is not a true metric. On the other hand, by

Gibbs’ inequality (which follows from the inequality lnx ≤ x− 1 valid for x > 0), we have D(s, b) ≥ 0 with

equality only at s = b.
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Thus we can interpret simple (haploid, asexual, constant fitness) replicator dynamics as

maximizing net fitness, step by entropy-penalized step within the simplex.

For simplicity, the derivation took time step ∆t = 1 and assigned a price of 1 to the

relative entropy of the move. More generally, the price should lower when there is more time

to adjust or, equivalently, keep the price at 1 but put weight ∆t on next period’s fitness.

This yields the Lagrangian

L(s) = ∆t w · s−D(s, b) + λ[
n∑
i=1

si − 1], (1.33)

and the previous derivation yields the replicator equation

si(t+ ∆t) =
ewi∆t

W
si(t), i = 1, ..., n, (1.34)

where now W =
∑n

j=1 sj(t)e
wj∆t. Equation (1.34) is useful when data might be sampled at

irregular times.

Recalling that continuous time mean fitness is w̄ =
∑n

j=1 wjsj(t), we obtain

˙ln si =
ṡi
si

= wi − w̄, (1.35)

which is indeed equivalent to (1.11).

Finally, it may be worth noting that the solution to (1.11) can be written in closed

form when fitnesses wi are all constant. Given an arbitrary initial condition s(0) in the

simplex, integrate (1.35) from time zero to time t > 0 to obtain ln si(t)− ln si(0) = twi− tw̄.

Exponentiating we get

si(t) =
si(0)etwi

etw̄
=

si(0)etwi∑n
j=1 sj(0)etwj

, i = 1, ..., n, (1.36)

where the last equality comes from imposing the constraint (already verified for (1.11)), that

the shares sum to 1.
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1.14 Exercises

1. Construct a spreadsheet (such as Excel) to keep track of shares of three alternative

strategies under discrete replicator dynamics. For now, assume that the payoffs (or

fitnesses) of each strategy are constant. Suggestion: Near the top of the spreadsheet,

enter fitnesses W1, W2, W2 and initial state s1(0), s2(0), s3(0). Below lay out columns

with headings t, W̄ , s1(t), s2(t), s3(t). Then, in successive rows, use the replicator

equation to compute the entries under these columns for t = 1, 2, . . . ..., 30 or so.

2. Try a few examples with your spreadsheet, varying the Wi’s and the si(0)’s, and then

answer the following questions:

(a) Does the population ever oscillate?

(b) When does it seem to converge to a steady state?

(c) When (if ever) does the steady state lie on a corner, or in a face or in the interior

of the simplex?

Extra credit : prove that your answers are true and complete.

3. Can memes be diploid? Can memes undergo recombination? Explain briefly.

4. (a) The argument at the end of Section 1.10 showed that there is a unique interior

steady state in the overdominance case (mAa < 0 < maa) of the Hardy-Weinberg single

locus model. Show that the same is true in the underdominance case (mAa > 0 > maa).

(b) Adapt the spreadsheet in exercise (1) above to confirm that the interior steady state

is stable in the overdominance case but that it is unstable (and the corner steady states

are stable) in the underdominance case.

5. Derive an expression for ∆sA using steps parallel to those used to derive Fisher’s

equation for ∆sa. This will allow you to practice a variety of substitutions of shares

on a simplex.

6. Demonstrate that wi = Ṅi

Ni
and wi = ṡi

si
are equivalent definitions of fitness when the

total population NT =
∑

j Nj is constant.

Hint: Differentiate with respect to t the definition si = Ni

NT
of share i (recalling that total
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population is constant) to obtain ṡi = Ṅi

NT
. Then divide both sides by the definition of

share i to obtain the desired result.
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1.15 Endnotes

Section 1 did not include a formal definition of fitness. In general, it refers to the instanta-

neous expected growth rate of a trait or strategy, but matters quickly become complicated

when one must consider traits that affect future generations (such as parental care or sex

ratios) or where fitness is density or frequency dependent. See for example Metz et al (2001,

1992) for thoughts on these matters. In later chapters of this book we will consider inclusive

fitness, which stretches the concept to deal with social interactions.

For a readable overview of Russia’s transition in the 1990s, see (Friedman, 2008, Ch

5). For more discussion of investors’ tradeoffs, see any personal financial advisor or finance

textbook.

Equations (1.4 - 1.5) can also describe quite rich dynamics in situations where a K-

strategist does well against the other type (e.g., cij for i 6= j) but relatively poorly against

self types cij for i = j. Sinervo et al. (2000) discusses r-K tradeoffs in more depth in the

color genotypes of female side-blotched lizards. In particular they include explicit frequency

dependent selection on the ri parameters, rather than just on the parameter Ki, though they

also adopted the use a different Ki for each strategy type. The Sinervo et al. (2000) version

was empirically motivated by the frequency dependence observed in the density cycles of

female side-blotched lizards. As an historical side note, Dennis Chitty (1958) first developed

the idea of polymorphisms and natural selection as the driver behind lemming cycles and

other small rodent cycles, but never made the direct link to genotypes.

Economists use the word homothetic to refer to the assumption that (over the relevant

range of population sizes) the process is not density dependent. For example, for homothetic

preferences, the Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS) at the point s in Figure 1.2 would

define the MRS of any point along the ray through that point.

Readers should realize that the word “meme” is controversial. Some writers are quite

enthusiastic about the concept and the word (e.g., Blackmore, 2000). Others endorse the con-

cept, but think the word misleads by emphasizing imitation (which comes from the Greek

word “memesis”) and close analogies to genes; they prefer “social evolution” or “cultural

selection,” or similar terms (e.g., Boyd and Richerson, 1985). Some biologists (though seem-

ingly fewer each year) resist the concept altogether, and regard evolution as entirely (or
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almost entirely) genetic (e.g., Sober and Wilson, 1999). We prefer to use the word because

it helps keep our sentences shorter, but must remind the reader that serious applied work

requires the researcher to think through how evolutionary dynamics should be specified for

that application, be it biological, social or virtual.

To be thorough, we should also mention here that genes are not always transmitted

vertically. Exceptions include so-called jumping genes, first reported in McClintock (1950).

Here is the formal definition of stability. A steady state s∗ is (Lyapunov) stable if ∀ε >
0 ∃δ > 0 s.t. |s(0) − s∗| < δ ⇒ |s(t) − s∗| < ε ∀t > 0. There are bizarre examples of states

that are asymptotically stable but not stable. You are very unlikely to encounter them in

applications.

The structure of all population genetic models necessarily requires diploid genetics for

diploid organisms like animals and plants. Classic evolutionary game theory that originates

with the publication Maynard Smith (1982) typically ignores this detail. Maynard Smith

(1982) was however, very clear that he only considered the broad class of phenotypic models,

which ignores this diploid structure to genes. The theoretical development of the field of

population genetics (Provine 1971) includes an incredibly rich set of tools for analyzing

the dynamics and stability of frequency dependent and general games of selection. Even

though frequency dependent selection received extensive treatment in the field of population

genetics (e.g, Wright 1968 and many others) the main focus was on the equilibrium solutions.

Here, we shift the focus to include not only equilibrium solutions (e.g., NE and ESS) but

also the dynamics of evolutionary change under frequency dependent selection. We also

supply links to population genetics throughout the book. As pointed by Weissing (1991)

many population genetic phenomena classified as gene interaction or epistasis can be better

understood as frequency dependent phenomena.
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